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The purpose of this research is to develop the assistive caster unit of manual
wheelchair for step climbing. This unit is easily replaced with the conventional
caster, only a spanner is needed. In addition this caster is simple mechanism,
and the power source is only a 006P battery, there is no microcontroller. For
realizing this simplicity, The proposed caster unit has two functions to assist the
step climbing. One is the assistive plates to enlarge the caster radius imaginarily
in the confined front area of the wheelchair, and to enable to climb a higher
step. The other is the lock function to fix the caster’s swiveling, which realize
easy climbing with oblique approach. The lock-function is activated by the
detection of the step, and mechanically fixes the caster’s swiveling. We have
developed some prototypes of this caster unit, so far. However, the problem
is still remained in the step detection method being the trigger of activation
of the lock function. Therefore, this paper proposes the improved activation
method by detecting the step at an instant of touching it.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this research is to develop the assistive caster unit of manual
wheelchair for step climbing. This caster unit provides easy step-climbing
not only frontal approach but also oblique approach by simple mechanism
and a small battery 006P without any microcontrollers. In addition, this
unit is easily replaced with the conventional caster, only a spanner is needed.
There is uneven terrain as one of the mobility barriers for wheelchair
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users, such as steps and stairs. Even a small and slight single step, it becomes a big barrier for mobility of wheelchair users. In order to climb up
or passing over a step, the user is required strong arm muscle and technique for wheelie. In addition, in case of oblique step climbing, the more
arm muscle is needed. Therefore, the assistive apparatus for step climbing
is required.
Based on the above, there are several assistive apparatuses for step
climbing1 .2 Auxiliary step-climbing mechanism3 being composed by the
omnidirectional wheel and auxiliary device were developed. Hinged Caster
mechanism4 was also developed. These systems showed the good results and
improved step climbing performance. However, there are remained problem, in terms of the practical use. The mechanism3 uses omnidirectional
wheel, and the hinged caster4 needs some modifications to the main frame
of wheelchair. Moreover, no assistive casters have been developed for oblique
step climbing.
On the basis of above, this research develops the assistive caster unit
for manual driven wheelchair. This caster unit provides easy step-climbing
including oblique approach, namely, driving torque for step climbing can
be reduced comparing with conventional caster not only frontal climbing
but also oblique climbing. We have developed several prototypes, so far.
The first prototype confirmed the effectiveness of above mentioned two
functions.5 The first prototype used the electromagnetic tooth clutch for
configuring lock function. As a result, it needed a large battery and was
heavy weight. Thus, the 2nd prototype improved this problem.6 In the 2nd
prototype, a solenoid, rack and pinion gear comprised the lock function.
Therefore, it could reduce its weight and the battery voltage and capacity.
However, the problem is remained in the step detection method which is the
trigger of activation of the lock function. Therefore, this paper proposes the
improved activation method by detecting the step at an instant of touching
it.
2. Outline of the assistive caster unit by reviewing 2nd
prototype
The problems in case of step-climbing are following two points.
Problem 1)
The climb-able step height is physically limited by the
radius of wheel
Problem 2)
In the oblique step-climbing, the driving force is divided,
because the caster swivels when the caster faces the step.
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Problem 1) is that: Generally, the climb-able step height is less than 1/3 of
a wheel diameter. Thus the large wheel is suited for step-climbing. However,
the cater wheel cannot be enlarged, because the attaching portion of it is
confined by main frame and footrest of a wheelchair. Thus, diameter of
conventional wheelchair is about 100 - 150 mm. As a result, even a small
step (30-40 mm height), users need much power, and have to change the
center of weight of his/her body to take a wheelie state.

Ineﬀec"ve force
Driving
force

Driving force

Climbing force

Step

(a)

Step

(b)

Fig. 1. Driving force in case of oblique approach to a step

Fig. 2. Assistive plate makes imaginary big
caster in the confined space

Problem 2) is that: In case of oblique step climbing (Fig.1(a)), the caster
swivels due to the caster dynamics(Fig.1(b)). For this swiveling, driving
force being generated by the user is divided into two directions: ”moving direction (parallel direction to the step)” and ”right direction to the
step”. The only the force of ”right direction” is effective for step climbing.
The force ”moving direction” is not used, namely the user’s force is exhausted. Therefore it is difficult to climb a step obliquely or much power is
required(Fig.1(b)).
In order to solve these problems, we have proposed following two functions.
The assistive
enlarge the radius of caster wheel as much as possible
in the confined space shown in Fig. 2.
Lock-function
fix the caster’s swiveling in case of oblique step climbing.
Figure 36 shows the 2nd prototype having these two functions. The black
plates in both sides are the assistive plates. This plate has an equivalent
climbing ability to big wheel in confined attachment space. Figure 6 shows
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Lock Function

Solenoid
Rack & Pinion
Limit switch
Assistive Plates

Holding yaw axis rota!on

A part of large wheel:
equivalent climbing
ability to large wheel

Fig. 3.

Assistive Wheelchair Caster Unit (2nd prototype)

the movement of assistive plates. After the plates touch the step, they
rotate, and the caster unit climb the step.

(a)

touch

Fig. 4.

(b)

rotate

(c)

Movement of the assistive plates

The lock function is the portion consisting of a solenoid, a limit switch
and rack & pinion gears. It holds the caster’s swiveling, and assists the
oblique step climbing. Figure 5 shows the movement of the lock function.
First, (1)After the assistive plates touch the step, they rotates, and step
climbing begins. (2) The limit switch detects the rotation of the assistive
plates, and (3) current flows into solenoid. (4)The solenoid is activated,
and pulls up the rack gear, and then (5) the pinion gear and rack gear are
engaged. (6) Finally, the caster’s swiveling is fixed.
The performance of this prototype was tested by the experiment.7 In
the experiment, the load cell was sandwiched between main wheel and the
hand rim, and the strain was used as the index of user’s driving force.
First, the efficiency of assistive plates was tested. The strain at the load
cell was measured at the step height of 20, 30, 40 mm in both cases: with
assistive plates and without assistive plates. The results are summarized in
Table 1. In the table, ”X” indicates that the step climbing was failed. The
table shows that the asssitive plates could reduce the driving force in all
step height.
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6) Held
3) Solenoid is activated
4) Rack gear is pulled up
5) Engaged
1) Assistive plate rotates
2) Limit Switch : ON

Rotates

Pulled up

Switch ON

Keep holding

Hold

(1)

Fig. 5.

(6)

(6)

(2)(3)(4)(5)

Movement of the Lock function

Table
1. Maximum
strain
[10−6 ] Table 2. Maximum strain[10−6 ] with aswith/without assistive plates (approach an- sitive plates, oblieque step climing at π/4
[rad]
gle = 0 [rad])
Step
height
[mm]

Without
Assistive
plates

With Assistive
plates

Step
height
[mm]

Without
Lock func.

With Lock
func.

20
30
40

73.91
102.38
X

54.13
58.32
59.88

20
30
40

36.35
56.48
61.30

34.94
46.27
54.35

Next, the lock function was tested. The strain at the load cell was also
measured in the cases: with lock function and without lock function. The
result is shown in Table 2. The table shows that the lock function could
reduce the users’ driving force at the oblique step climbing.
Therefore, it is confirmed that the two functions of our prototype could
assist step climbing by the simple mechanism.
3. Problem of 2nd Prototype
Basically the proposed two functions are effective for step climbing. However, in 2nd prototype, occasionally the lock function did not activate properly, and the caster’s swiveling occurred when oblique climbing. The cause
of this is that the prototype structurally can not instantaneously activate
the lock function at the moment the caster unit touches the step. The rotation of the assistive plates were used to detect the step. The limit switch
detects this rotation, and activates lock function. Rotating the assistive
plates means that step climbing has already been started. Therefore, the
problem has been remained that the caster can not be locked at the start
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of climbing where the greatest user’s force is required.
(a) Before touching the step

(c) During Step climbing

(b) At the moment of touching the step:
At the Beginning of the step climbing

No rota!on of the assis!ve plates: Caster is not held

Fig. 6.

No rota!on of the assis!ve plates: Caster is not held

Assis!ve plates rotate: Caster is held

Problem of 2nd prototype: Step detection

4. Improvement
In order to solve the above mentioned problem, it is required not to detect the step by rotation of the assistive plate, but to detect the step at
the moment the assistive plate touches the step. Therefore, we consider a
mechanism for detecting whether or not the arc portion of the assistive
plate touches the step. This mechanism realizes instantaneous activation
of the lock function at the moment the caster unit touches the step. This
detection needs to detect only the contact between the assistive plates and
the step, and it is not necessary to detect the contact position on the arc
portion of the assistive plates. In order to meet this requirement and easily detect the step, We consider the tape switch (141 - BPH, Tape Switch
Japan Co., Ltd.) to be placed on the arc of the assistive plate (Fig. 7).

Tape switch

• Tape switch is on the Arc of assisve plates.
• The step can be detected regardless of the step height.

Fig. 7.

Attaching portion of the tape swiche

The 3rd prototypewas made shown in Fig. 8). Parts of the 2nd prototype
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were diverted and the tape switch was affixed to the circular arc portion of
the assistive plates.
Experiments were conducted to confirm the superiority of step climbing
by this new step detection method. In the experiments, the forces required
to oblique step climbing were measured by using a force gauge in both cases
of 2nd and 3rd prototype. The height of the step was set to 40 mm, and
the oblique approach angle was set to θ = π/3 [rad]. Under these conditions, the measurements were made ten times using 2nd and 3re prototype,
respectively.
The result is shown in Fig. 9. From this result, it can be seen that the
proposed new prototype (3re Ver.) has a smaller driving force. Therefore,
by locking the caster’s swiveling simultaneously with the contact of the
step, it can be said that the caster’s swiveling was locked before the step
climbing and the driving force of user could be reduced.
From the above, by improving the step detection method, the delay of
the lock function was gotten rid of, the driving force could be reduced.

Lock Function
Assistive Plates

Solenoid
Rack & Pinion

Tape switch

p = 0.000

Limit Switch
(2nd proto.)

Fig. 8.

Tape Switch
(3rd proto.)

Overview of the 3rd prototype
Fig. 9. Result of the force of step
climbing

5. Conclusion
This research develops the assistive caster unit for manual driven
wheelchair. This caster unit provides easy step-climbing including oblique
approach.This caster unit has two key functions. One is the assistive plates
to enlarge the caster radius imaginarily in the confined front area of the
wheelchair, and to enable to climb a higher step. The other is the lockfunction to fix the swiveling, which realize easy climbing with oblique ap-
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proach. The lock-function is activated by the detection of the step, and
mechanically fixes the swiveling of the caster. We have developed some prototypes of this caster unit, so far. However, the problem was still remained
in the step detection method being the trigger of activation of the lockfunction. Therefore, this paper proposed the improved activation method
of lock function by detecting the step at the moment of touching it.
The improved method was to attach the tape switch on the circular arc
portion of assistive plate as a new step detection method. The experimental
result showed that the caster’s swiveling was locked before the step climbing and the driving force of user could be reduced by locking the caster’s
swiveling simultaneously with the contact of the step. Therefore, the delay
of the lock function was gotten rid of, the driving force could be reduced
by improving the step detection method.
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